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An angry man is again angry with himself when he returns to reason.
- Syrus, Publilius

Love is patient and kind; love is not jealous or boastful; it is not arrogant or rude. &#91;I
Corinthians&#93;
- Bible

No one could be more happy than a man who has never known affliction
- Phalerens, Demetrius

To bear other people's afflictions, everyone has courage and enough to spare.
- Franklin, Benjamin

Strength is born in the deep silence of long-suffering hearts; not amid joy.
- Hemans, Felicia D.

The compulsion to do good is an innate American trait. Only North Americans seem to
believe that they always should, may, and actually can choose somebody with whom to
share their blessings. Ultimately this attitude leads to bombing people into the acceptance
of gifts.
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- Illich, Ivan

No people do so much harm as those who go about doing good.
- Creighton, Mandell

She is such a good friend that she would throw all her acquaintances into the water for the
pleasure of fishing them out again.
- Talleyrand, Charles Maurice De

It takes two flints to make a fire.
- Alcott, Louisa May

We praise a man who feels angry on the right grounds and against the right persons and
also in the right manner at the right moment and for the right length of time.
- Aristotle

Consider how much more you often suffer from your anger and grief, than from those very
things for which you are angry and grieved.
- Antonius, Marcus

Go ahead, make my day.
- Eastwood, Clint
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To rule one's anger is well; to prevent it is better.
- Edwards, Tryon

A man makes inferiors his superiors by heat; self-control is the rule.
- Emerson, Ralph Waldo

What comes out of you when you are squeezed is what is inside of you.
- Dyer, Wayne
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